
WCC
ROAD RACING – DISCUSSION DOCUMENT

Recently the club is finding it harder and harder to attract enough people to race and manage races to
maintain the road racing  programme in its current form. Most races require about 5 officials and at
least 15 riders to be viable, so some changes need to be made to address this The following discussion
points  are  listed  for  members  to  think  about.  This  will  be  discussed  more  fully  at  the  AGM but
members  can  also  contact  committee  members  or  email  the  club  with  any  further  ideas  in  the
meantime.

The following bullet points are from the committee and others & aren’t listed in any order of priority

• Look at reducing the number of races each year. 

• Potentially holding some series where people accumulate points for prizes at end of 
series.  

• Possibly look at racing only every 2nd or 3rd weekend.  

• Look at National calendar and load major events, such as Taupo and Trust House Series,
onto our club calendar and not hold Club races these weekends

• Midweek races or some Sundays

• Work out a calendar of racing with other Clubs in our Centre so potentially have double 
or triple the amount of interclub races 

• Maybe try a Sunday morning series over a few weeks with points accumulated, invite 
Hawera and Manawatu to boost the numbers.

• In the Daylight-saving period maybe Wednesday evening 6pm on the Western Line 
circuit every week just like they do in Te Awamutu where they get more than 100 riders 
every week.

• Have a couple of Mini Tours like Friday night TT—Saturday and Sunday road races—
can be done on points rather than time to make it easier. In other words, mix the 
program up rather than every Sat afternoon handicap racing.

• launch a Youth series for U15 and U17 focused on new members---short races over 10 
to 15k ---like 1 lap of Western line for the U15 ---what kills the new kids off is the races 
are too long to start with and they don’t want to ride with senior riders—Huntly School
—new Collegiate cycling program starting etc so the opportunity is there.

• Re-Establish a Rec grade for members who don’t want to be smashed in the Saturday 
main race and encourage non members and the general public to take part in this 



• Crits are an option, the boys from Downer put one on a couple of weeks back and they 
had a good turn out but mostly mt bikers and not a lot of support from roadys. I race a 
lot of Mtb races and 100 is a small event the palmy Mtb club get 200 at a winter series 
race all ages and ability’s crits are great for this.

• the Downer crit was on any bike there were Road and Mtb S in the same races Glenn 
Road his Mtb! I have run Mtb Crits after work during the summer with good turn outs 
too. I think you need to be more open with who can ride in your events, I’ve been told 
you can only race 3 club races and then you have to join the club I might be wrong. I’ve 
also read you can’t race in a trophy race unless you are a member again I think it’s not 
very inclusive. Maybe look at the length of the races as well.

• 1.30pm isn't the best time for a race , group rides are at 9am and people turn up for 
them. Different handicap styles times deducted at the end and more mass starts?

• Run at least 1 major event per year like a Gran Fondo open to the general public with 
the goal of making it a permanent event – Something like this would be a good money 
maker if we get the numbers as we don’t have to hire people to do the timing

• Mike Craine and I are both on Bike Manawatu Board.. It's been tough going getting 
riders and volunteers involved. I'd like to say we are getting there but it's a bit of a mine 
field. We both see great importance in WCNI and the need to see that grow and interclub
as well, but hard to see that succeed with poor club racing numbers. We had 35 turn up 
last night for a midweek flat road race and that worked well. The fact that there are only 
52 weeks a year and the events have increased 10 fold has certainly stretched families 
resources. The over lap of track and road seasons is an issue.

• The main problem is officials and we really need to solve this issue because cancelling 
races because of no officials is a sad look--- if we can get this roster sorted then the re-
vitalised race program will run well.
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